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In 2015 the Islamic Republic of Iran signed the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action and agreed to limit their nuclear program in exchange for the lifting of sanctions by the international community. This agreement occurred fourteen years after the events of September 11, 2001. During this timeframe numerous sanctions were imposed by the United States, United Nations and European Union with the intent of impacting Iran’s nuclear ambitions. The purpose of this research was to evaluate if these sanctions did impact Iran’s nuclear program through analyzing what sanctions were implemented, how they were implemented, when they were implemented and what they targeted. The impacts of the sanctions were compared against the desired outcomes established by the United States, United Nations and European Union in their sanctions policies. Finally, this paper concludes with recommendations on how to improve future sanctions programs.
INTRODUCTION

The terror attacks of 11 September 2001 (9/11) forced the United States to re-interpret its policies on international terrorism. Specifically, the United States believed that the Islamic Republic of Iran was possibly attempting to use its civilian nuclear program to pursue nuclear weapon ambitions that could have benefited terrorist organizations. After the United States invasion of Iraq, President George W. Bush declared Iran to be a member of the “Axis-of-Evil” because of its alleged support to terror groups and its efforts to pursue weapons of mass destruction, setting the stage for years of continued confrontations between the two nations.

In order to hinder Iran’s nuclear ambitions the United States (US) employed a wide variety of sanctions, deterrence and disarmament efforts using the diplomatic, military and economic instruments of power. These actions ranged from applying strict limitations against financial vehicles, petrochemical production and real property sanctions against key members of the Iranian government involved in its nuclear program. In 2005, the European Union (EU) and the United Nations (UN) joined these deterrence efforts as they imposed multiple levels of sanctions against Iran.

In 2013 the United States and the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council (France, Great Britain, China and Russia) plus Germany (P5+1), came to an interim agreement with Iran regarding its nuclear program which was then finalized and signed in 2015 as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JPA). In exchange for the UN, United States and EU lifting sanctions, Iran agreed to hard limits on its uranium
enrichment capacity and capabilities, a redesign of its heavy water reactor in Arak to disable plutonium creation and unhindered monitoring of multiple Iranian nuclear sites by the Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). With this plan in place it is necessary to determine what role US actions, policies and sanctions played in Iran’s agreement to the nuclear limits put forth by US, UN and EU.

**Research Question**

Specifically, have US nuclear weapons reduction strategies, post 9/11, impacted Iranian nuclear capabilities? This paper evaluates the impact of sanctions on Iran’s decision making process, nuclear program, and economy.

**Research Methodology**

To best answer the question, this paper will utilize an evaluative framework. This framework is most effective for evaluating if the US-led sanctions met its desired ends based on the criteria defined by the United States government, specifically, ensuring that Iran fulfills its duties as a signatory to the 1968 nuclear non-proliferation treaty (NPT) and that Iran does not obtain a nuclear weapon.

It will also analyze the status of Iran’s economy prior to the implementation of sanctions and where it stands now. It will also determine if any effects in these areas had impacts on Iran’s nuclear ambitions through analyzing financial and commercial restrictions against the government and how they affected the internal Iranian markets. Finally, this paper will describe the history of the United States deterrence efforts post 9/11, then look at how these policies were implemented and analyze the effects of these sanctions on Iran as a whole and what impact they had on its nuclear ambitions.
BACKGROUND

History of The Iranian nuclear program post-9/11 to 2015

After the United States 2001 invasion of Afghanistan, President Bush referred to Iran as a member of the Axis of Evil in his 2002 State of the Union Address due to its assessed support of terrorist organizations and attempts at pursuing weapons of mass destruction. While Iran denied these charges a vocal hardliner group in the Iranian government, spurred on by religious clerics interested in wielding a larger influence in the region, called for greater Iranian action in pursuing a nuclear weapons program. Some analysts speculated that the 9/11 terrorist attacks might have shifted the Iranian emphasis away from chemical and biological weapons to nuclear weapons in order to draw a more distinct line between Iran and terrorist organizations who favored those tactics.

The first sanctions against Iran, post 9/11, occurred on September 25, 2001 with the issuance of EO 13324 which focused on financial transactions that supported terrorist activities and organizations. The major goal of the United States during this period was to reduce Iran’s strategic capability to support terrorism with a secondary focus on Iran’s nuclear program. Later in 2002, the Mujahedin-e-Khalq, a resistance organization inside Iran, provided the United States with information which led to the identification of secret Iranian nuclear research locations. This revelation, combined with the discovery that Iran sold military weapons to the Palestinian Authority and possibly clandestinely influenced the new Afghan government, led to a worsening of relations between the United States and Iran. The discovery of new nuclear locations coincided with the delivery of a Russian built nuclear reactor shell in November of 2001 that led some US analysts to reaffirm their stance that Iran was pursuing a nuclear weapon. However, following the
United States invasion of Iraq in 2003, Iran voluntarily suspended its uranium enrichment program.\textsuperscript{11}

In 2005 Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, a hardliner who supported the creation of an Iranian nuclear weapons program and disavowed the UN resolutions on the issue, was elected President of Iran. That same year the Bush Administration issued EO 13382 which targeted individuals associated with the Iranian weapons of mass destruction program by blocking access to monies stored in the United States and outlawing financial transactions with American persons.\textsuperscript{12} In 2006, Iran reinforced its nuclear position by restarting uranium enrichment at Natanz and re-opening a heavy-water production plant in Arak. President Ahmadinejad also broke off talks with Britain, France and Germany after refusing to halt Iran’s uranium enrichment program.\textsuperscript{13}

That action precipitated the passage of UN Resolution 1737, which was passed unanimously by the United Nations Security Council.\textsuperscript{14} This resolution sanctioned the sale, supply or transfer of any enrichment-related material that could contribute to Iran’s ability to enhance its nuclear program.\textsuperscript{15} It also banned states from providing technical training, financial assistance or brokering, and froze financial assets of individuals in the Iranian government associated with the nuclear program while making it illegal for Iran to export nuclear related material.\textsuperscript{16}

After many failed diplomatic efforts it is suspected that the United States and Israel began planning a cyber-attack that would disable computers that Iran used to control its uranium enrichment centrifuges.\textsuperscript{17} President Bush allegedly approved the creation of the “Olympic Games” program in 2006 as a compromise with Israel to hinder the Iranian nuclear program with a non-kinetic strike versus an Israeli military
operation. However, President Bush left office before the virus could be operationally deployed.

While the United States and Israel were allegedly planning a cyber-attack the UN added Resolution 1747 to its sanctions against Iran in 2007. This action applied the 2006 sanctions against a broader range of individuals and groups associated with arms manufacturing, military weapons and heavy industry that had ties to Iran’s nuclear programs. In March of 2008 the United Nations instituted Resolution 1803 that built upon Resolutions 1737 and 1747 and named specific Iranian individuals involved in the research, production and acquisition of nuclear material and banned them from traveling outside of Iran while freezing their financial assets.

The inauguration of President Barak H. Obama in 2009 led to a shift in United States strategy towards Iran. While the Bush administration decided against engaging Iran in face-to-face interactions, the Obama administration sent its Secretary of State to participate in the nuclear talks held by Britain, China, France, Germany and Russia (P5+1). The Obama administration also attempted to open new diplomatic communications by focusing on multi-level interactions between numerous diplomats. Along with increased communications channels the administration allegedly decided to authorize the initial use of a cyber-attack against Iran and then continued with another three variations of the virus, now known as Stuxnet, from the middle of 2009 to 2011.

The world became aware of Stuxnet in 2010 when cyber analysts discovered multiple computers infected with the virus. After analyzing Stuxnet, it was determined that the virus only targeted specific industrial systems designed by Siemens, which had made the Iranian centrifuge monitoring software. Further, Iran admitted that its Bushehr
nuclear plant was suffering from technical difficulties but did not admit the damage was caused by cyber activities. As Stuxnet continued its attack another 1,000 centrifuges were taken offline accounting for one fifth of Iran’s operational capacity. Since the world media had discovered the virus, both the Americans and Israelis allegedly decided there was little to lose by continuing to employ it.

In 2010, the IAEA released a new report declaring that Iran was not abiding by the United Nations resolutions to halt its heavy water related projects. Further, the IAEA contended that Iran could be conducting nuclear related activities with its military and attempting to create a nuclear payload for a missile. In response to the IAEA report the UN issued Resolution 1929 which added additional financial and commercial sanctions against Iran that banned it from investing in nuclear material from other countries, halted financial actions taken by Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, authorized UN member states to ban their companies from working in Iran and to stop providing shipping insurance to Iranian vessels.

This was followed by new sanctions from the United States and EU specifically targeting the Iranian central bank, military sales to include heavy weapons and missiles systems, and at least 40 government officials through travel bans and asset freezes. These actions included the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2010 (CISADA) that targeted Iran’s petroleum sector. Specifically, it made it illegal for individuals from making investments of $20,000,000 or more into Iran’s petrochemical industry, outlawed assisting Iranian petroleum refining resources and sanctioned foreign banking and property transactions with Iran.
Between 2011 and 2012, the Iranian nuclear program took dramatic steps forward as the damaged centrifuges at Natanz were repaired and began producing enriched uranium at post-2010 levels. The Iranian government also declared that it was beginning construction on an additional 3,000 advanced uranium-enrichment centrifuges at the Fordow Fuel Enrichment plant, which would allow the Islamic Republic to create the necessary nuclear materials of five percent and twenty percent enriched Uranium-235.  

In Mid-2012 the P5+1 again tried to engage Iran in talks to limit its capability to produce a nuclear weapon. Prior to the talks, the IAEA released a report stating that Iran had not stopped enrichment activities in nuclear facilities as agreed upon and had produced 6197 kg of U-235 enriched to 5% and 145.6 kg of U-235 enriched to 20%. The disagreement between the parties centered on Iran’s reluctance to accept a freeze on its production of uranium enriched to 20 percent purity, as reported by the IAEA. In July of that year, the EU sanctions that had been approved prior to the P5+1 talks with Iran went into effect and embargoed the export of petrochemical equipment and the import and transport of crude oil, petroleum and petrochemical products to Iran.

Six months after the new sanctions were implemented, Iran’s oil minister admitted they had a dramatic impact on Iranian oil sales as petroleum exports fell 40 percent over a 12 month period. During this same timeframe, the Iranian Rial fell to its lowest point in value against the US Dollar (26,500 Rial to one US Dollar) and, combined with the lack of oil revenues, are estimated to have helped create the sustained 30% inflation increase in the Iranian economy which reached a high water mark of 59.02%. Some analysts assessed the sanctions were doing exactly as Iran’s oil minister
admitted because the financial market became incredibly volatile and Iran was forced to
sell oil at discount rates to any country willing to buy from them.\(^40\)

In February of 2013 the United States instituted another round of sanctions
against Iran with the passage of the Iran Freedom and Counter-Proliferation Act of 2012
and the signing of EO 13645 that targeted bank transactions of countries, individuals, and
entities that purchased, acquired, sold, transported or marketed petrochemicals, petroleum
or petroleum products to or from Iran.\(^41\) These sanctions prohibited Iran from purchasing
or acquiring raw materials to include raw and semi-finished metals, coal or industrial
software.\(^42\) Obama then signed EO 13622 which outlawed the sale of US Bank notes or
precious metals to Iran and sanctioned foreign financial institutions known to have
conducted business with the National Iranian Oil Company of the Naftiran Intertrade
Company.\(^43\) The United States Congress also attached additional sanctions to the
National Defense Act of 2013 that prohibited underwriting services or insurance for any
sanctioned materials that were shipped internationally to or from Iran.\(^44\)

Two weeks later the P5+1 convened in Kazakhstan with the negotiators proposing
that Iran be allowed to continue operating its enrichment plant at Fordow and that Iran be
allowed to retain a small amount of 20 percent enriched uranium to produce medical
isotopes.\(^45\) After the negotiations ended the Iranian delegation declared that a significant
milestone had been accomplished, however, during the next round of talks in April 2013,
the P5+1 determined that they were too far apart on substantive issues and concluded the
talks without resolution.\(^46\) In May 2013 the United States proposed further financial
sanctions against individuals associated with the Iranian nuclear program and Congress
introduced a law that would deny Iran access to $100 billion stored in overseas banks.\(^47\)
The Iran Sanctions Loophole Elimination Act referenced above was never passed into law, but, it could have influenced Iranian actions later that year.

A turning point in Iranian and Western interactions occurred in June 2013 when Iran elected Hassan Rouhani as President. Some analysts viewed Rouhani as a centrist candidate with a more pragmatic view of relations with the West and as a leader who received a mandate from the Iranian people to prioritize Iran’s economic recovery over continuing its nuclear program. In August of 2013 the IAEA found that Iran had created 3.8 kg of 20% enriched U-235 during the reporting period, which was a decrease from the previous quarter’s production of 15 kg. Rouhani continued his outreach efforts in a Washington Post Op-Ed where he struck a conciliatory tone remarking that his election paved the way for new constructive dialogue with the West regarding Iran’s nuclear program. The next month he expanded this message in a speech to the United Nations General Assembly where he claimed that nuclear weapons were not a part of Iran’s security doctrine, and it was imperative to remove any concerns about its peaceful nuclear ambitions.

Immediately following these actions the P5+1 met with Iran in Geneva and held substantive talks where both sides laid the groundwork for a future agreement. The IAEA followed this statement with its quarterly report which announced an agreement with Iran that would institute practical measures that allowed the IAEA access to multiple nuclear sites including the Heavy Water Reactor in Arak and the Gchine mine in Bandar Abbas. Ten days later the P5+1 and Iran agreed to the JPA which allowed Iran to operate its nuclear program as long as it reduced existing stockpiles of 20 percent enriched U-235 by half, did not enrich any uranium over 5 percent, halted
construction/technical advancements at three of its nuclear facilities, did not construct any new enrichment locations nor any facilities capable of accumulating and enriching uranium and agreed to enhanced IAEA monitoring for the next 6 months.\textsuperscript{55} In exchange, the P5+1 agreed to suspend US and EU sanctions on Iranian crude oil sales, petrochemical exports and create financial exceptions for Iran to pay UN obligations.\textsuperscript{56}

During the following six months Iran implemented changes to its nuclear program as specified in the JPA. The IAEA verified that no uranium had been enriched above 5 percent, the stockpile of 20 percent U-235 was decreased from 209.1 kg to 38.4 kg, no new facilities had been constructed and the IAEA had been granted access to storage facilities and centrifuge assembly workshops.\textsuperscript{57} After the positive reports on Iran’s nuclear program both sides agreed to extend the P5+1 negotiations an additional four months. In order to facilitate this extension the United States agreed to un-freeze $2.8 billion of Iranian assets as long as Iran diluted additional uranium, or converted it into reactor fuel.\textsuperscript{58}

The talks between the P5+1 and Iran continued through 2014 and ted in 2015 when the parties involved signed the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. The deal suspended Iran’s ability to create a nuclear weapon by reducing installed centrifuges from 19,000 to 6,104, prohibited the enrichment of uranium over 3.67 percent for 15 years, placed excess nuclear infrastructure in IAEA monitored storage spaces and barred the construction of new enrichment facilities in exchange for the lifting of sanctions by Western powers.\textsuperscript{59}
RESEARCH CRITERIA

United States/EU/UN strategy

The criteria listed below will determine if United States, EU and UN efforts met the intended goals of preventing Iran from continuing its nuclear weapons program and forcing its government to answer the international communities concerns regarding its nuclear activities. To answer those questions the goals of the United States, EU’s and UN’s sanctions program will be analyzed by the impact each round of sanctions had on preventing Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon.

According to the United States government, the purpose of the sanctions against Iran’s nuclear program was to, “censure Iran and prevent its further progress in prohibited nuclear activities, as well as to persuade Tehran to address the international community’s concerns about its nuclear program”.60 These sanctions targeted multiple sectors of the Iranian government to include the energy sector, petrochemical sector, and shipping/shipbuilding sectors, insurance/underwriting sector, and the automotive sector.61

Even though the United States had specific goals in mind when the sanctions programs were implemented, there was never a consensus agreement amongst policymakers and Presidential administrations on how to evaluate the impact of these sanctions on accomplishing its stated goals.62 After 9/11 the United States did not issue a comprehensive set of sanctions against Iran, instead they chose a piecemeal approach that focused on Iran’s nuclear program and its possible support to terrorism. For example, between September 12, 2001 and January 31, 2013, Iran exported 2,383 barrels of oil per day, on average,63 resulting in more than $500 billion in government revenues;64 however, the United States did not specifically target Iranian oil export transactions until 2012.65 Prior to the 2012 oil export sanctions, the United States focused on excluding Iran
from the international financial system through discussions with 145 banks in 60
countries.\textsuperscript{66} The 2012 sanctions implemented legislation focused on cutting Iran’s Central
Bank off from the international financial system by penalizing institutions that did
business with that specific bank\textsuperscript{67} instead of convincing hundreds of international banks
to cooperate with American authorities.

The main goal of the UN sanctions program, which began in 2005, was to bring
Iran in line with the requirements of the NPT after the IAEA declared that Iran was not
compliant with the NPT safeguards agreement,\textsuperscript{68} or Article I and Article II of the NPT.
Article I states that signatories will not transfer nuclear weapons or assist any non-
nuclear-weapons state in creating or acquiring a nuclear weapon\textsuperscript{69} and Article II states
that countries will not manufacture nor receive assistance in creating nuclear weapons\textsuperscript{70}.
Iran has not transferred nuclear weapons to any other state but it is believed by the IAEA
that they have attempted to create a nuclear weapon.

The EU enacted its own sanctions in 2010 with the goal of “persuad[ing] Iran to
comply with its international obligations and to constrain its development of sensitive
technologies in support of its nuclear and missile programmes.”\textsuperscript{71} The EU brought its
program in line with United States sanctions by focusing on Iran’s central bank, trade,
energy production and the transportation sector\textsuperscript{72} and, in 2012, led the ban on importing
petrochemical products from Iran to the European Union.\textsuperscript{73}

United States, EU and UN sanctions prevented financial actions and trade within
their borders but the UN could only request, not force, its members observe resolutions.
Some member states continued their commercial and financial relationships with Iran.
For example, South Korea imported 45.55 million barrels of oil in 2012 \textsuperscript{74} while Japan
imported 190,000 barrels of oil per day in 2012 and increased this amount to 300,000 barrels per day during the first part of 2013. US export sanctions did not impact Japanese and South Korean trade with Iran because, “the two countries have been the main sources of the $700 million per month in direct hard currency payments to Iran for oil.” The United States sanctions did allow export payments as long as it was accomplished through local bank accounts inside Iran. Japan and South Korea did reduce their reliance on Iranian oil, due to US pressure, and by 2014 were importing only 190,000 barrels of oil per day and 130,000 barrels of oil per day, respectively, on average.

China also released a statement in 2012 stating that, “The United States hopes countries across the world, especially the major powers, can join it and exert pressure on and even take military action against Iran. China does not need to follow suit”. This statement was highlighted in 2013 when Iranian oil represented 7.6% of all Chinese oil imports, making Iran the 6th largest supplier of oil to China. China did cut imports after sanctions were enacted and in 2011 it imported 550,000 barrels of oil per day, on average, but by 2014 imports were reduced to 410,000 barrels of oil per day, on average.

**Evaluation of Impact on Iranian nuclear program Using United States/UN/EU Sanctions Criteria**

The direct impact of United States sanctions on the Iranian nuclear weapons program is difficult to determine. According to Iran, the answer is yes and no. At a 2009 conference of Iranian bankers, nine focus areas were determined to have impacted the Iranian economy with international sanctions appearing on the list. Surveys conducted at the conference found that Bankers believed sanctions were rated seventh (out of nine
criteria) in impact on the Iranian economy.\textsuperscript{82} Essentially, the Bankers believed the international sanctions were tertiary to government actions in the environment. However, in 2011 multiple Iranian officials admitted that the 2010 sanctions against investing in Iran’s petrochemical industry, and financial sanctions levied against Iranian banks, had an adverse impact on Iran’s ability to produce oil and find foreign partners to explore oil fields inside its borders, thus impacting its economy.\textsuperscript{83}

United States sanctions impacted Iranian nuclear weapons capabilities and effectively met the United States government’s goals of censuring Iran, prohibiting further nuclear weapons capabilities and forcing Iran to explain its nuclear program to the world. However, a number of factors not directly linked to United States sanctions policy also impacted Iran. For example, the rise of oil prices to record highs from 2001 to 2006, then a subsequent crash of oil prices to record lows and the election of an Iranian President who instituted populist internal policies and increased domestic spending.

The indirect impact of sanctions can be judged by the economic and political impacts they had on Iran’s will to maintain and sustain a nuclear weapons program. This includes internal Iranian financial obligations, internal financial markets and the impacts those had on the Iranian economy. This also includes policies implemented by the Iranian government and the response by the Iranian people to include presidential elections.

The first round of United States sanctions post-9/11 focused on Iran’s support of terrorism and on blocking financial assets of entities that supported terrorism or terrorist
related organizations to include those that created weapons of mass destruction. These sanctions added on to EO 13059, which outlawed the import and export of goods by United States entities with Iran to include using individuals in a third party role to conduct these transactions.

Many United States companies, however, sold their goods to individuals in third party countries, such as China, who then re-sold the goods to Iran. Of the top five countries that benefited from Iranian exports, four (Japan, Turkey, Italy and Korea) were considered close allies of the United States government and accounted for 33.8% of total exports while China accounted for 13.8% of Iranian exports.

The United States sanctions described above seemed to have had limited-to-no impact on Iran’s international trade as Iran’s export growth rate between 2002 and 2006 was 19 percent and Iran’s exports values rose from $30 billion in 2002 to $60 billion in 2006. In comparison, prior to the implementation of this round of sanctions the value
of Iran’s exports was $13.9 billion in 1998 and $23 billion in 2000.\textsuperscript{90} Another factor that may have offset the impact of sanctions on Iran was the global rise in oil prices that started in 2002 when the average price for a barrel of oil was $21.20. This price tripled to $63.10 by 2006.\textsuperscript{91}

The sanctions implemented between 2002 and 2009 also seemed to have limited-to-no impact on Iran’s nuclear ambitions and ability to obtain material for their nuclear program. Iran constructed undeclared nuclear facilities in 2002, refused to suspend uranium enrichment in 2003, restarted creation and testing of centrifuges in 2004, resumed uranium conversion in 2005 and removed IAEA seals at multiple uranium enrichment sites in 2006.\textsuperscript{92} In fact, sanctions seemed to be counterproductive to United States efforts of censuring Iran and deterring an Iranian nuclear weapons program when Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was elected President in 2005. Ahmadinejad ran on a populist platform that focused on alleviating poverty and creating jobs\textsuperscript{93} while other candidates ran on a platform of negotiating with the West, which did not seem to resonate with Iranian voters.

In 2006, the UN joined the United States efforts by requesting that its member states enact multiple sanctions against the Iranian government. UNSC Resolution 1696 called upon its member states to, “prevent the transfer of any items, materials, goods and technology that contribute to Iran’s enrichment-related and reprocessing activities and ballistic missile programmes”\textsuperscript{94} while UNSC 1737 attempted to, “prevent the supply, sale or transfer…of all items, materials, equipment, goods and technology which could contribute to Iran’s enrichment-related, reprocessing or heavy water-related activities, or to the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems…”\textsuperscript{95}.
Again, it is difficult to assess the direct impact of the UN sanctions against Iran, but, it is clear that the sanctions did not meet the UN’s stated goal of bringing Iran in line with the NPT as Iran continued to enrich uranium between 2006 and 2010 and rebuffed IAEA attempts to inspect Iranian nuclear facilities while still producing commercial parts for various nuclear related activities. It is possible that Iran was not concerned with the UN sanctions as China and Russia were already ignoring similar US sanctions and the EU hadn’t issued any similar sanctions and its member states still purchased oil from Iran and European firms sold goods in Iran, such as Siemens selling software and material to the Iranian government in 2006. 

![Figure 2. Amount of installed and operational centrifuges by year, 2003-2014. (Adapted from The Arms Control Association. “Section 3:Understanding the JCPOA.” Washington DC, 10 August 2015).](image-url)
Between 2010 and 2014 the United States, EU and UN enacted further incremental sanctions against Iran culminating in multiple bans on Iranian imports of petrochemicals from the United States and European Union. The Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2010 focused on Iran’s gasoline imports by targeting banks that sold over $1 million worth of fuel to Iran and/or equipment that allowed Iran to make or import gasoline. The EU issued similar sanctions that outlawed the, “sale, supply or transfer of key equipment and technology for refinement, liquefied natural gas, exploration or production”. Finally, the UN also issued additional sanctions in 2010 with Resolution 1929 which, “[expanded] an arms embargo and [tightened] restrictions on financial and shipping enterprises related to proliferation-sensitive activities”.

In 2012 the EU implemented sweeping sanctions against Iran by outlawing the import of Iranian oil into European Union territories by member states and incorporated companies. The United States also sanctioned Iran’s oil, gas and petrochemical production with the passage of the Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act of 2012. Specifically, these sanctions expanded the ban on transportation of crude oil, underwriting of oil shipments and sanctions on individuals in the Iranian petrochemical industry.

Instead of focusing on uranium enrichment capabilities, the whole Iranian economy was targeted. It is more difficult to determine the impact of these sanctions on Iran’s nuclear weapons program because these sanctions focused directly on Iran’s national revenue streams. Applying direct criteria to analyze the impact of these sanctions
will be difficult and an in-direct approach will need to be employed. Specifically, how did the impact on Iran’s ability to export oil impact its nuclear program?

**Financial restrictions**

In 2008, global oil prices fell from a high of $133.93 a barrel to less than $41.44 a barrel. This drop in prices impacted Iran disproportionately because oil and gas exports accounted for close to 60% of Iran’s fiscal revenues in 2007 and 45% of revenues in 2008. Also, during the oil price bubble Iran’s “fiscal spending and credit growth increased at the same time as export revenues and oil prices, resulting in an overheating of the economy and a surge in inflation”. Ahmadinejad employed a populist political agenda which expanded public subsidies on items such as gasoline, housing and food which accounted for at least 25% of Iran’s GDP. This forced Iran to draw from its Oil Stabilization Fund (OSF), which was created by the Central bank in 2001 to counter oil price fluctuations, to pay for discretionary spending.

International sanctions did have an effect on forcing Iran to utilize its OSF to pay these financial costs because they had closed Iran’s banking system to the international market and the Central Bank of Iran could not access lines of credit in Europe or the United States. The Iranian government did try to offset these financial restrictions by moving most of its assets to Iranian and Asian banks and attempting to bolster its reserves with the purchase of gold bullion but the inability to acquire credit forced Iran to borrow from itself, which increased inflation.

The 2012 United States and EU petrochemical sanctions had a larger impact on Iran than the previous sanctions. Prior to 2012, multiple EU member states imported oil
from Iran to include 34.2% of Greece’s oil imports, 14.9% of Spain’s oil imports and 12.4% of Italy’s oil imports.\textsuperscript{110} The loss of these imports had a dramatic impact on Iran’s revenue. Petrochemical exports accounted for $118 billion of revenue for Iran in the 2011/2012 fiscal year but dropped 47%, to $63 billion, in the 2012/2013 fiscal year and again by 10% to $56 billion in the 2013/2014 fiscal year.\textsuperscript{111} This was closely followed by a devaluation of the Rial against the United States Dollar (USD) by almost 50% from 12,260 Rial to 1 USD in fiscal year 2012/2013 to 24,770 Rial to 1 USD in fiscal year 2013/2014 created by the increased inflation rates.\textsuperscript{112} Iran’s oil sales to Asian markets was also impeded by these sanctions as EU and United States firms were no longer allowed to provide underwriting services\textsuperscript{113} to Iranian petrochemical shipments, which caused Iranian oil exports to drop by 1 million barrels per day in July of 2012.

Previous Iranian withdrawals from the OSF, between 2005 and 2008, might have been substantial enough to blunt the loss of oil revenue from the 2012 sanctions. In fiscal
year 2005/2006, Iran withdrew $35.3 billion dollars; in fiscal year 2006/2007 Iran withdrew $45 billion; and in fiscal year 2008/2009 Iran withdrew an additional $45 billion. The total amount withdrawn during that timeframe was $125.3 billion; by comparison, Iran lost $62 billion in oil revenues between 2011 and 2013. If Iran had not enacted higher subsidies and increased government spending, it is possible that OSF funds could have covered the losses during the 2011 to 2013 timeframe, with an additional $63.3 billion in reserves. It is also possible that these cash reserves could have not only impacted Iran’s nuclear negotiations but also the 2013 presidential elections that resulted in the election of a more moderate Rouhani.

The oil sanctions, combined with the previous sanctions passed in 2002, 2006 to 2008, and 2010, and the fall in global oil prices, all played a role in disabling Iran’s internal economy. Limited imports led to the sustainment of a black market that conducted $12 billion a year in transactions, which helped inflate prices as the government was unable to control the price of goods for sale. Iran’s GDP growth was also impacted by these same factors and shrank from 6.5% annual growth in 2010 to -6.63% annual growth in 2012. Part of this is explained by Iran’s inability to borrow money from outside lenders to pay for government spending. The oil embargo and lack of imports also contributed to the drop in value of the Rial and an increase of inflation between 50% and 70% in 2012. The other part is possibly explained by the governmental mismanagement during the Ahmadinejad administration.
Figure 4. Iranian GDP Annual Growth Rate, 2010-2015. (Adapted from tradingeconomics.com and the Central Bank of Iran, “Iran GDP Annual Growth Rate” 12 October 2015).

The failing economy, government mismanagement and rising inflation prices seemed to have resulted in the election of Rouhani and his platform of improving relationships with the West. By signing the JPA, Iran won key concessions from the United States, UN and EU including the easing of the EU ban on its member states providing shipping insurance to Iranian oil tankers\textsuperscript{118}, the resumption of petrochemical sales and precious metal trading\textsuperscript{119}, and the sales of aircraft parts to several Iranian airlines.\textsuperscript{120} The lifting of these sanctions are expected to significantly impact Iran’s economy in a positive manner by allowing Iran to, “export crude oil without restriction”,\textsuperscript{121} immediately access $100-$150 billion of hard currency from previous oil sales,\textsuperscript{122} and could spur economic growth through, “stronger oil production and sanctions relief [that] could bring real GDP growth to 6-7%”.\textsuperscript{123}
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

With the recent signing of the JPA it appears that the sanctions initiated by the United States, and its allies, succeeded in meeting the goals established just after 9/11. However, it is more likely that the sanctions implemented from 2002 to 2010 played a secondary role in Iran’s agreement to suspend its uranium enrichment and, essentially, give up their nuclear weapons ambitions. The primary factors that led to the Iranian nuclear deal was the election of Ahmadinejad in 2006, increased government spending and withdrawals from the OSF in 2007, the burst of the oil bubble in 2008 and the 2012 United States and EU petrochemical sanctions.

The sanctions that had the largest impact on Iran’s nuclear ambitions were the ones focused on Iran’s economy and not those focused on Iran’s nuclear weapons program. It should also be noted that the multi-lateral sanctions implemented in 2010 had a broader global effect on Iran’s ability to integrate itself into the world economy than any of the unilateral United States sanctions implemented. In fact, the passage of the Comprehensive Iran Accountability, Sanctions, and Divestment Act in 2010 empowered the United States government to act against financial organizations that were working with Iran because, “it gave the Secretary of the Treasury the authority for the first time to require U.S. banks to terminate correspondent banking relationships with foreign banks that knowingly engaged in significant transactions with designated Iranian banks.”

This act, combined with the Obama administrations work with the UN to enact sanctions against the government of Iran and the IRGC empowered individual countries to take similar actions.
Another possible reason the pre-2010 sanctions did not have the desired effect against the Iranian nuclear program could be due to the 2,411 sanction exceptions that were granted to United States companies by the Office of Foreign Assets Control. Medical and agricultural aid to Iran was allowed under the sanctions program companies like Citibank, General Electric, Pepsi and even an American company that bid on building a natural gas pipeline to Europe, were permitted to do business with Iran. These exceptions essentially took away the pressure of sanctions on Iranian leadership and eroded the effectiveness of the laws that were passed.

Additionally, Iran ceased allowing the IAEA to investigate undeclared nuclear facilities and activities in 2006 after the IAEA referred Iran’s noncompliance to the United Nations Security Council. This made the IAEA’s job difficult since, “the Agency’s legal authority to pursue the verification of possible nuclear weapons related activity is limited.” Further, the UN restrictions placed on Iran in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2010 focused strictly on its nuclear program and, as stated previously, the restrictions outlined in these resolutions were not binding on member states. Finally, the United Nations Security Council did not increase the IAEA’s authority making it difficult for the nuclear monitoring agency to enforce treaties because its legal power is derived from the states that it investigates.

**PROBLEM AREAS FOUND WITH SANCTIONS**

The incremental sanctions approach did not achieve the United States goal of preventing Iran from furthering its nuclear weapons program. In fact, both EO 13224 (issued in 2001) and EO 13382 (issued in 2005) targeted specific groups and organizations that supported Iran’s nuclear proliferation, but did not specifically target
the Iranian government. Both of these Executive Orders blocked United States persons from conducting business with specific Iranian companies instead of blocking United States persons from conducting business with the government of Iran.

Another issue with the United States sanctions against Iran was that until 2011 the United States did not fully enforce the Iran Sanctions Act. It was not until a 2011 IAEA report regarding Iran’s attempt to possibly create nuclear detonator technology that the United States decided to impose additional sanctions on the sale of gasoline and refinery products to Iran.\textsuperscript{131} It also took until 2012 for the EU to issue sanctions against providing shipping insurance to Iranian oil tankers, which prevented Iran from shipping its oil to Asian nations like China, South Korea and Japan.\textsuperscript{132}

Finally, during the ten years after 9/11, the sanctions on Iran’s nuclear program did not deter Iran from continuing to pursue their nuclear ambitions. The sanctions had an adverse impact on the economy, but the political leadership avoided these impacts because of the exceptions that the United States allowed and the lack of enforcing punishments against countries that conducted business with Iran. However, the average Iranian did not have access to the same luxuries as the ruling elite. The general Iranian population was impacted by sanctions that created a black market for everyday goods while increasing inflation in the country because of the limitations on the Iranian banking system. During this same timeframe, the Iranian nuclear program increased the number of active centrifuges, added multiple refining sites and multiplied the amount of enriched uranium. None of the nuclear focused sanctions prevented the Iranian nuclear program from expanding and, more importantly, they did not impact Iran’s nuclear capabilities.
The United States also did not account for the use of the OSF to offset the economic impact of the sanctions. However, when the United States chose not to sanction the export of gasoline to Iran prior to 2011 policy makers should have considered the possibility of Iran using previous oil revenues to artificially support its economy. It is possible that American leaders were not able to obtain support from the EU prior to 2011 for petrochemical sanctions and feared that a unilateral ban would end with results similar to efforts in 1996, when the United States attempted to apply sanctions to European and Russian gas companies for attempting to develop gas fields in Iran, only to be rebuffed internationally in their efforts.\textsuperscript{133} Regardless, the large loopholes, lack of multi-lateral sanctions and inability to enforce United States sanctions efforts against Iran’s trading partners resulted in sanctions that did not create a substantial impact on the Iranian nuclear program.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The impacts of sanctions programs are difficult to assess because there are numerous outside influences that are unable to be controlled by the governments involved in issuing sanctions. For example, it would have been unlikely that the Bush administration would have been able to forecast the bursting of the oil bubble in 2006 while creating a sanctions program that could address that future possibility. It is also difficult to predict how world leaders will respond to sanctions programs, to include those targeted by sanctions and those expected to enforce the sanctions. It is evident that the sanctions against Iran did not have the impact they were expected to have when they were instituted.
Since 2001 the United States has initiated twenty-one sanctions programs, of which only two have been comprehensive in nature with the remaining nineteen being “targeted” towards specific programs. The sanctioning process in the United States is complicated and allows both the Executive Branch and the Legislative Branch the power to implement sanctions. After 9/11 the Bush Administration did streamline some of these processes through the USA Patriot Act which gave the Department of Treasury the authority to target suspected organizations and take actions against their financial capabilities.

One failure of the sanctions against Iran was the piece-meal approach that was used: specifically, the failure to target and enforce sanctions against Iran’s petrochemical imports and exports. Admittedly, sanctioning petrochemicals does have an adverse effect on the general population of a country, but the responsibility for those impacts should not fall on the countries implementing the sanctions, rather, on the countries that refuse to abide by international law since their actions (or inactions) are the key reasons for sanctions programs in the first place. The purpose of sanctions should not be humanitarian in nature, as the Secretary General of the UN stated in 1998, “It cannot be too strongly emphasized that sanctions are a tool of enforcement and, like other methods of enforcement, they will do harm.” The threshold to accept risk in the area of humanitarian distress is a bar that should be raised if national/international security is to be protected.

A second area that should be addressed is the concept of sanction exceptions. The goal of sanctions should be to force a nation to refrain from actions that are considered unacceptable by the rest of the world. This is contravened when private corporations are
permitted to conduct trade with sanctioned countries and undermines the entire effort while providing the sanctioned countries the ability to continue the actions that caused the sanctioning in the first place. Sanction exceptions should not be allowed and companies that conduct commercial activities with sanctioned nations should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of international law possible.

Trade exceptions have also applied to humanitarian aid and this should continue but be better regulated. This includes a better attempt to target leaders of sanctioned nations and enforce those sanctions against political leaders. Organizations issuing sanctions should also express the fact that any suffering a native population endures under sanctions is the responsibility of the leaders of the sanctioned nation, not those nations upholding international law.

Finally, future sanctions programs will need to be enforced completely, or lifted. As seen during the fourteen years of post-9/11 sanctions against Iran, there were many times that sanctions program was not a top priority. Instead of having multiple sanctions over multiple programs there should be one set of sanctions that targets the entirety of the offending country. The implementation of sanctions must also change from a common occurrence to a limited one. By using sanctions as the last step before kinetic warfare, the impact they have on a sanctioned country could be larger.

**CONCLUSION**

The United States sanctions on Iran’s nuclear program did impact Iran’s economy but did not directly impact Iran’s nuclear capabilities. Multiple factors outside the scope of the sanctions program enabled the effect of the economic sanctions and increased its
impact. Iran was also able to blunt the short-term effects of the UN and United States sanctions in 2006 through subsidy programs, OSF funding and revenues from oil sales.

The 2011 United States and EU sanctions against petrochemicals and shipping insurance crippled Iran’s ability to sustain revenue from oil sales. The combination of a drop in world oil prices and increased domestic spending opened Iran to the effects of the previously enacted financial sanctions that forbade international banks from providing credit to Iranian banks. Iran also suffered from China’s decision to reduce their dependence on Iranian oil. China was not willing to risk its international reputation and was able to reach deals with other Arab countries to replace the oil provided by Iran. The combined effect of these issues resulted in the election of a more moderate Iranian administration that ran on a platform of prioritizing the Iranian economy over the nuclear program.

This paper finds that unilateral United States sanctions, from 2001 to 2010, did not have a direct impact on Iran’s nuclear program. However, the 2011 sanctions by the United States, EU and UN did have an indirect impact on Iran’s nuclear program. The actual sanctions on Iran’s nuclear program did not directly deter the Iranian government but the sanctions on shipping insurance and the agreement by EU member states, South Korea, Japan, and China to stop (or decrease) importation of Iranian oil did force the government to respond to Western demands. The earlier sanctions did have an additional effect on Iran because of the prohibitions against extending credit to Iranian banks. It is also likely that extraordinary measures enhanced the impact of the sanctions levied against Iran to include economic conditions and internal Iranian political decisions. Ultimately, the lessons learned from the last 14 years of sanctions against Iran can be
used to improve similar situations in the future. It will be vital for US policy makers to learn from what did and did not work against Iran in order to enforce the JPA and ensure that United States goals, in regards to deterring Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon, are met.
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